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Well ington, Jean (WELLINJS), 08:45 PM 7/ 1/02 -0400, RE: your last letter 

Date: Mon, 01 Jul 2002 20:45:54 -0400 
From: "Wellington , Jean (WELLINJS)" <WELLINJS@UCMAIL.UC.EDU> 
Subject: RE: your last letter 
To: 'emmett Bennett' <ebennett@facstaff.wisc.edu> 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5 .5.2653.19) 

I normally do not work the months of July or August, but my assistamnt Mike 
Braunlin whom I'm sure has helped you in the past will be in charge. 

We look forward to seeing you. Let us know when to expect you . 

Jean SW 

-----Original Message----
From: emmett Bennett 
To: Jean Susorney Wellington 
Sent: 7/1/2002 11 :13 AM 
Subject: RE: your last letter 

Many thanks, and especially for your advice about the weather. We have 
strange stuff too. I do want even for other reasons to come down to 
Cincinnati soon , despite the upraised arms of my colleagues here. But 
this 
adivce, even if I delayed so long to get it, is very good , and I will do 
something, and let you know about that something, 
I do have an email indeed , but I'm very allergic to ATTACHMENTS, which 
my 
machine messes up, and messes me up. I'll write again soon, if 
plannigs 
works. But, remember, I was a denison of CINCINNATI from 1928 (taken 
with 
tears from the fourth grade at January First, to discover that the 
promised 
start of grade 5 inCleveland was ILLEGAL IN CINCINNATI. But my parents 
persisted , so I know all about winder dark snow, and asthma. Best 
wishes 

EmmettAt 09:13 AM 12/21/99 -0500, you wrote: 
>I was just about to print off this letter when I noticed that you did 
>have an e-mail address. Since I'm so tardy in responding , I thought 
I'd 
>better go the electronic route: 
> 
> 

>December 21 , 1999 
> 
> 
>Professor Emmett Bennett 
> 7 46 W. Main Street 
>#309 
>Madison , WI 53715-1467 
> 
> 
>Dear Mr. Bennett, 
> 
>We'll be delighted to see you when you come in Jan . or February BUT you 
>don't need to come to Cincinnati - unless you want to warm up down 
>South . 
> 
> There are two copies of your dissertation - one in Archives , which is a 
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>non-circulating copy, and one in Classics, which is circulating. You 
>can request ours via ILL. Yours is normally non-circulating because of 
>the loose plates and chart in the pocket at the back, but just have 
your 
>ILL librarian make a note on the request that you have permission from 
>the Classics Librarian to be sent the entire dissertation -- loose 
>plates and all. I'm sure you'll take care that we get all the parts 
>back! 
> 
>I also checked on the copyright question. According to the assistant 
>head of the Archives Dept. any dissertation before 1953 (the beginning 
>of the UMI project which did take out copyright for the dissertations 
it 
>filmed) is in the public domain. If they get a request for a copy of 
>your dissertation, they would freely make an entire copy -for anything 
>later than 1953, they would only copy half. SO ... you might indeed 
want 
>to reprint it in order to protect your work! 
> 
>I hope you have a lovely Christmas. 
> 
>Sincerely, 
> 
>Jean 
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